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ON THE ZEROS OF DIRICHLET L-FUNCTIONS. II

(WITH CORRECTIONS TO "ON THE ZEROS OF
DIRICHLET ¿-FUNCTIONS. I" AND

THE SUBSEQUENT PAPERS)

BY

AKIO FUJII

Abstract. Some consequences of the main theorem of On the zeros of Dirichlet

L-functions. I, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 196 (1974), 225-235 are proved.

1. Introduction. We shall give complete proofs of some consequences of the main

theorem of [3]. They were first announced in [1] and have been improved in the

form announced and used in [12]. In the meantime, [4]-[ll] have appeared. We

shall on this occasion give some corrections to [1]-[12].

Our basic estimates which we shall use below are the following (a'), (a") and

(ß). Let Ç(s) be the Riemann zeta function and S(t) = \/-n arg Ç(\ + it) as usual.

Let N(t) be the number of the zeros of f(s) inO < 1ms < t. Let T > T0, k be an

integer > 1 and A be a positive number. We shall denote positive absolute

constants by A, Ax and A2. We have adapted Selberg's approach [15] to get the

following (a) which is our main theorem of [3].

(a) If A is positive and bounded, then

(2T(S(t + A) - S(t))2k dt = -Ä- 7X2 log(3 + A log T))k
jt (2tr)2 k\

+ 0((Ak)2k T(log(3 + A log T))k~1/2).

We remark that the condition for A, (namely, "bounded") has been remarked to the

author by Professors Gallagher and Mueller (cf. Added in proof of Gallagher and

Mueller [13]) and that the exponent to Ak is 2k as is remarked in p. 172 of [12].

(The right-hand side of 1.13 of p. 172 of [12] should be added by HA^ogyy.)

We shall use (a) in the following modified forms.

(2T(S(t + A) - S(t))2k dt « (^)*r(log(((A A l)log T + 3) • ek))\    («')
JT

where A A 1 = Min{A, 1}.

\s(t + A) - S(t))2k dt » (Ak)kT(\og((h A l)log T + 3))*
/,T

if k « log log((A A l)log T + 3).     (a")
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We shall also use the following estimate

(2T(S(t + A) - S(t))2k+i dt « (Ak)kT(\og(((h A l)log T + 3) • ek))k.  (ß)
JT

We shall omit writing the proofs of these, since they can be derived similarly. We

remark that the remainder term in (a) can be written as

0((Ak)k{\og(ek(3 + A log T))f~X/2).

Using (a'), (a") and (ß) we shall prove first

Theorem l.1 Let T > T0 and C be a constant > C0. Then for positive proportion

of tin T <t <2T,

Mt + j~] - N(t) > C + /jVlogC-loglogC

and for positive proportion of t in T < t <2T,

n(í + ^j\ - N(t) <C- ^VlogC-loglogC .

We denote the nth positive imaginary part of the zeros of f(s) by yn. Then as an

immediate consequence of Theorem 1 we see that for positive proportion of y„ in

T < yn < 2T,

y"+r~ ln < ^(1 - *M-Ar2/\og(r + 3)))

and for positive proportion of yn in T < yn < 2 T,

;(l+exp(-^r2/log(r + 3))),
yn+r - yn ^   2w ,

r log T

where r is an integer > 1. We remark that this corollary for r = 1 was shown to the

author by Professor Montgomery.

Next, using (a'), we shall prove

Theorem 2. Suppose that T > T0,j is an integer > 1, k is an integer > j, r is an

integer > 1 and h is a positive number » (log T)~l. We put

d(yn>r) = (yn+r - yn)/r-

Then we have

T^T        S       d(yn, ry

Vf <y„<T

,  (Ak)k+j-\\ + l/^)a-1)(2fc^/2)(log(gVAlog 77(1 + l/ky-1))*

B(k,j)(r log ry1 log T- (rh log T)2k~J+l

where B(k, 1) = 1 and B(k,j) = (2k - \)(2k - 2) ■ ■ ■ (2k -j + 1) for j > 2.

Using Theorem 2 we shall prove the following two corollaries.

'The interval (T, IT) may be replaced by (0, T), since the intervals (7", IT) in (a), (a'), (a") and (ß)

may be replaced by (0, 7").
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Corollary 1. For each integral k > 1 and integral r > I, we have

1 ^       ., v*   „ 12  d(yn,r)k«
N{T)y%T  V"" (logT)*'

Corollary 2. If C > C0 and r is an integer > 1, then

1 V • l < e-^c

d(y„,r)>C/logT

We shall also prove the following theorem using (a').

Theorem 3. Let K > K0. Then "the number of the zeros of Ç(s) in 0 < Im s < T

whose multiplicities are > K" < e~AKN(T).

We shall prove Theorem 1 in §2, Theorem 2 and its corollaries in §3 and

Theorem 3 in §4. In §5 we shall give some corrections and complements to [1]-[12].

We remark finally that the results above can be proved also for Dirichlet L-func-

tions if we suppose that the modulus is < 7,(1/'4)~e, e > 0.

Finally, the author wishes to express his thanks to Professor Gallagher, Professor

Montgomery and Professor Mueller for their valuable suggestions.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. We put/(r) = S(t + A) - S(t) and A = 2wC/log T. We

put EM = [t G (T, 2T); f(t) > M) for M > 0. Let <pM(t) be the characteristic

function of EM. Let C > C0 and let k = [A log log C] with an appropriate positive

absolute constants. We consider the integral I = /2rr/2A:+1(f)(Po(0 dt.

I = (2Tf2k+\t)<pQ(t)<pM(t) dt
jt

+ (2Tf2k + 1(t)<p0(t)(l - <pM{t)) dt
jt

< XÍE~M (/r2r|/(0r*+1) dt)l/2 + M2k+*T

< VEm (Ak)k+l/2(log C)k+l/2VT + M2k+lT,

by (a'). On the other hand,

i=\sy^\2k+idt+\s2TTf^2k+idt

= ^,+^2.

i'. + i

say. By (a'), (a") and (ß), we get

{fV\f(t)\2k dtfk-l)/2(k~l)
Ix>

{i¥\M?dif«k-l)

» (T(Ak)k(\og C)kfk-l)/2(k-l)(Tlog C)-l/2(k~l)

» T(Axk)k<2k-l)/2(k-l\log C)k + X/1

» T(A2k)k(log C)k

»I2.
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Hence we get

\EM\>

T(Ak) *(2*-l)/2(*-l) (log C) * + l/2 M2*+1r

Vf(Ak)k+1/\iogC)k+l/2

^ Te~A 1os1o8c

provided that M «: V log C log log C . This proves the first part of Theorem 1. The

second part of Theorem 1 can be derived similarly.

3. Proof of Theorem 2 and its corollaries.

3-1. Proof of Theorem 2. We shall prove our theorem by induction ony. We

remark that d(y„, r) <c (log log log T)'1 for Vf < yn < T by 9.12 of [17]. Suppose

that d(y„, r) > h. Then

fyy-rh/\s(t + f ) - SO))2' dt » (hr log T)2k(yn+r - y„ - *)

»(Y„+r- yn)(hr\ogT)2k.

Hence we have

2       d(yn, r) « l
d(y„,r)>h r(rh log T)        d(y,

Vf <y„<T Vf <y„<T

2     r"-*/!(s(r + f)-*))"<*
n,r)>h Jy„ V    V * ' /

1

(Ar log T)
2k JGW« ♦*)-*>)"-

(yiA)*r(log(eVA log r))

(Ar log if*

Next, suppose that our theorem is correct for y > 1. Then,

"TTT^T 2 ¿(Vn- '')/ + l

^W)   rf(Y.,r)>A

Vf <y„<T

1

Vf <yn<T

(l+k)

2      ^ryO + ^r)--*^)

i + a:)       v ,       y fd{y.,r)      ,
TT^-  .   2      d(y„,ry¡ du
N(J )      d(y„,r)>h Jh/(\ + \/k)

Vf <y„<T

(1 + A:)  /-^/log log log r

w(r) A/(i + i/it)
2    rfÍY»,/-/

^ d(y„,r)>u

^ Vf <yn<T

du
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k(Ak)k+J-\\ + l/kf-l)(2k~J/2)

B(k,j)(\ogT)irJ-i

a /log log log T (log(e*rM log 77(1 + l/fey~'))*ÇA/\0i

h/(\ + \2k-Q-\)
du

'h/(\ + \/k) (ru log Ty

(Ak)k+J(\ + l/A:y(2*-a+1)/2)(log(eVA log T/ (1 + 1/*)Q)*

2* -7*(*,./ + i)(iogry+V(/-Aiogr):

This proves our theorem.

3-2. Proof of Corollary 1.

S -   2  d(yn, rf
yn<T

2 d(yn,r)k+ 2 d(yn,rf
d(y„,r)>C/logT d(y„, r)<C/\o&T

y„<T y„<T

=  Sx +  52,

say, where we suppose that C > C0. By Theorem 2,

(Ak)k(\og(ekrC))kN(T)      N(T)

(log r)V-'(re)

On the other hand,

52<
C

(log r)*

Hence we get, by taking C = (Ak/r2)k/(2k+l),

N(T).

5«
(^*)*(log(e*rC))*

k-\{„/-\k + \
+  C

(logr)*[      rk-\rC)

c N(T)(Ak)3k/2

(log r)*r*-' '

provided that /-2 <sc A;. Thus we get Corollary 1.

3-3. Proof of Corollary 2. Suppose that 1 «c rC < A *.

5=        2 i
¿(Y„. r)>C/logr

yn<7-

\      *-     /    d(y„,r)>C/log,T

Vf <y„<T

x*/i      /   k  ^\\k,

k      N(T)

<W*(log(g'rC))V(r)     (byTheorem2)

(rC)2*C

W"/v(r)<<e_
(rC)2^

by taking /c = [AxrC].
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4. Proof of Theorem 3. Let A log T = f(k), where / will be chosen later. We

consider the integral I = f2/(N(t + A) - N(t))2k dt.

/ = / 2 -\dt
T     i<y(l),y<2>, ...,yM<t+h

2 /-Min^y«)     dt
T<y<», . . . , Y<2i)<2r+/. •'Max,-(yW)-A

Min/yW) > Max/yW) - h

2 (A-(Max(yW)_Min(yW)))>
7-<y<'>, . . .,y<2*><2r+/l

Min/yW) > Max/y«) - h

>h 2 -i
r<Y(l>= . . . =yi2k)<2T+h

oo

> A 2 l2kM,(2T, T),

where yM runs over the imaginary parts of the zeros of f(j) for7 = 1,2, ... ,2k

and M,(2T, T) is the number counted simply of the zeros of f(s) in T < lia s < 2T

whose multiplicities are exactly /.

On the other hand, by (a'), we get

/ « T(f(k) + Vk^\og(ekf(k)))2kA'

« N(T)hf(k)~\f(k) + Vk^og{ekf(k)) ) V*.

Here we take f(k) = k. Then / < N(T)h(Ak)2k. Hence we get

2 l2kM,(2T, T) « /V(r)04Ä:)2*.

Now

K2k~x 2 W/(2T, T) <   2 l2kM,(2T, T) « N(T)(Ak)
l=K l = K

Hence we get

\2k.

2k

2 IM,(2T, T) « {Ak)"}T) < e~AKN(T)

l=K
K2k-l

if K > K0.

5. Some corrections and complements. In this section we shall give some correc-

tions and complements to [1]-[12] using the same notations as in [1]-[12].

5-1. As we have noticed in §1, A in (a) must be bounded. Similarly, A's in 1.2,

1.15 and 1.17 of p. 140 of [1], 1.10 of p. 348 of [4], 1.20 of p. 51 of [7], 1.7 of p. 70 of

[10] and 1.24 of p. 417 and 1.27 of p. 424 of [11] must be bounded. We may remark

that since we have used bounded A in the applications, these corrections are

harmless.
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5-2. In p. 228 of [3], the remainder term in 1.11 should be multiplied by k2 and k\

of 1.12 should be (Ak)k. The remainder term in 1.4 of p. 230 of [3] should be

multiplied by k2. The proof of Lemma 2 in p. 228 of [3] should be simplified and

corrected as follows. We may suppose that k > 2 and a(p) = 1, for simplicity. We

put Fx(x) = 2p<x l//>.Then

V*-1-k\Fk(x) « k\ 2'-
Pi<xP\P2- ■ ■ Pk Pi<xP\P2- ■ ■ Pk

« k\k2Fk~2(x),

where *  indicates that we sum over all primes px,p2, . . . ,p2k <x such that

pxp2- ■ ■ pk = Pk+iPk+2 ' ' ' P2k an£l me prime (') indicates that we sum over all

px,p2, . . . ,pk such that some/?, and some/^ are equal for 1 < /' <j < k.

5-3. (iii) and (iv) of p. 234 of [3] should be erased.

5-4. cV~q ■ log log q/x/logC in 1.18 of p. 61, 1.4 of p. 62 and 1.5 of p. 63 of [8]

should be replaced by C log CVq log2 q.

5-5. As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 1 in the present paper, e in 1.15

and 1.17 of p. 140 of [1], 1.11 and 1.13 of p. 399 of [6], 1.5 and 1.12 of p. 50 and 1.4,

1.6, 1.18 and 1.23 of p. 56 of [7] should be omitted.

5-6. [4] is generalized in [12].

5-7. [9] should be corrected and improved as in the present paper.

5-8. (1) in p. 52 of [7] can be improved as follows.

^'(Rx(t,X))2k«(Akfkq. (V)
x

We may omit writing the proofs of (1') above and (2) in p. 52 of [7], (even though it

was announced that these proofs would be published).

5-9. In the statement of Theorem 2 of [5], the condition X(q) < t(q) should be

replaced by X(q) = o(t(q)), because (q - 2)/2ir should be multiplied to the first

term of 1.16, the first two terms of 1.17 and the term of 1.18 of p. 142 and the final

result is

2     e* = (q- 2)ún(at(q))(log(qt(q)/2ir))/wa
M<l'(?)l

+ 0(q(at(q) + a-1)).

We remark also that 0(q) should be added to the right-hand side of 1.13, 1.14 and

1.15 in p. 142.
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